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1 Cross-out the word that is misspelled in 
this sentence and rewrite it correctly  
in the space below. 

 The autumn leafs are beginning  
to fall.

3 How many words are misspelled in this 
sentence?  Rewrite the sentence correctly.

 The son’s rayes formed a colorfull mosaic 
on the pond.

8 How many words are misspelled in 
this sentence?  Rewrite the sentence 
correctly.

 Does that peice of luggage excede 
the weight limit?

10  Circle the correct spelling. 

4 Cross-out the word that is misspelled in 
this sentence and rewrite it correctly  
in the space below. 

 It is exciteing to be thinking about  
going to high school.

9 Circle the correct spelling.  

2 How many words are misspelled in this 
sentence?  Rewrite the sentence correctly.

 My freinds bring me a great deal of 
happyness.

7 Circle the correct spelling to fill in 
the blank:

 My older brother always thinks 
that he is _______.

6 Circle the correct spelling to fill in 
the blank:

 We took a long walk near the lake 
on the _______. 

Spelling ELA 
H

5 How many words are misspelled in this 
sentence?  Rewrite the sentence correctly.

 The vice principle is arrangeing a class trip 
to the museim.

peer

weather

neices

pier

wither

nieces 

pear

whether

nices

write right rite

peir

wether

nephews
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5 How many words are misspelled in this 
sentence?  Rewrite the sentence correctly.

 The vice principle is arrangeing a class trip 
to the museim.

peer

weather
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leaves

exciting

My friends bring me a 
great deal of happiness.

The sun’s rays formed a 
colorful mosaic on the pond.

The vice principal is arranging 
a class trip to the museum.

Does that piece of luggage 
exceed the weight limit?
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